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The Limits of International Law in Content Moderation

evelyn douek*

In remarkably short order, there has been growing convergence, especially in academia and civil society, around the idea that major social media platforms should use international human rights law (IHRL) as the basis for their content moderation rules. Even platforms themselves have begun to agree. But why have these legendarily growth-obsessed companies been so quick to voluntarily say they are jumping on this bandwagon? Afterall, advocates for incorporating IHRL into content moderation governance generally envision it operating as a constraint on social media platforms’ operations. There are both encouraging and less encouraging explanations. For the glass half-full types, there is the straightforward explanation that perhaps these companies genuinely care about human rights. But there is also a less optimistic possibility: companies are embracing the terminology so readily because they know that, in reality, it will not act as much of a constraint at all. This is the prospect explored in this Article. This Article is a sympathetic critique of the contributions IHRL can make to content moderation, highlighting the very real limits of IHRL as a practical guide to what platforms should do in many, if not most, difficult cases. It surveys the many arguments in favor of IHRL as a basis for content moderation rules. Ultimately, however, it argues that failing to acknowledge the considerable limitations of IHRL in this context will only serve the interests of platforms rather than their users by giving platforms undeserved legitimacy dividends, allowing them to wrap themselves in the language of IHRL even as what is required by that body of norms remains indeterminate and contested.
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INTRODUCTION

In remarkably short order, there has been growing convergence around the idea that major social media platforms should use international human rights law (IHRL) as the basis for their content moderation rules. The argument was spearheaded by David Kaye during his tenure as U.N. special rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Kaye made the first comprehensive case for the proposal in his mid-2018 report to the U.N. Human Rights Council.1 The call has been increasingly echoed by academics and civil society2 and, in a coup for the movement, platforms themselves have

---


begun suggesting they do or will incorporate IHRL into their content moderation governance systems.³

But why have these legendarily growth-obsessed companies been so quick to voluntarily say they are jumping on this bandwagon when the advocates for this approach generally envision it operating as a constraint on their operations? In the realm of possible reasons, there are both encouraging and less encouraging answers.

For the glass-half-full types, there is the straightforward explanation that perhaps these companies do genuinely care about human rights. If so, the notion that platforms should look to IHRL in writing and enforcing the rules for what they allow on their services has intuitive appeal. On a more practical level, the major tech platforms are inherently international and generally insist on having a single global set of content standards to the extent possible.⁴ Platforms’ rules have significant ramifications for their users’ freedom of expression, privacy, equality, and many other rights and interests that IHRL speaks to. IHRL is therefore a seemingly obvious place to turn to for their global rules affecting rights.

Although IHRL is primarily addressed to states, the Human Rights Council adopted the United Nations’ Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) in 2011, which provide a framework (albeit non-binding) of expected conduct for private actors with respect to human rights.⁵ The UNGPs describe a “three-pillar framework” to (1) protect and (2) respect human rights, and (3) remedy any abuses as a result of business-related activities.⁶ This Article focuses on the second pillar—the corporate responsibility to “respect” human rights—because it is through constructing content moderation systems incorporating IHRL that platforms can articulate respect for human rights in the course of determining exactly what IHRL would require in any context. Of course, this merges with the

---


⁶. UNGPs, supra note 5, ¶ 6.
third pillar of “remedying” human rights abuses where platform appeals systems provide “remedies” for mistaken decisions that violate human rights.7

The UNGPs are non-binding but are an important tool for holding companies accountable for their human rights impacts. Their status as amongst the most widely backed global norms gives them normative and instinctive appeal for companies looking for global standards to guide their decisions with respect to rights.

But there is also a less optimistic possibility: companies are embracing the terminology so readily because they know that, in reality, it will not act as much of a constraint at all. As non-binding norms, there is no mechanism to coerce a company into compliance. Furthermore, lack of transparency, information asymmetries, and complexities in discerning the exact nature of a company’s obligations make direct enforcement difficult. A variant of “bluewashing,”8 companies can wrap themselves in the language of human rights, co-opting its legitimacy at little cost.

Indeed, it may be even worse than that: given the momentum around the call for companies to adopt IHRL standards, it would almost be irrational for companies not to embrace these standards if they do not require substantive changes. As more companies sign on with little sign of radical adjustments to their operations or business models, IHRL becomes signaling and mere cheap talk if it does not bring actual accountability or constraint. This is the prospect explored in this Article.

Despite this possibility, there has been almost no strong dissent from the proposition that IHRL should be adopted by companies as the basis for their rules.9 This paper therefore aims to fill this gap with a sympathetic critique of the contributions IHRL can make to content moderation and the very real limits of IHRL as a practical guide to what platforms should do in many, if not most, difficult cases.

I say my critique is sympathetic because I share many of the commitments and aspirations of those that propound IHRL as a solution to content moderation’s

7. The issue of actual enforcement of platform rules is a hugely important question: ideal platform policies on paper (or webpages) mean nothing if they are not consistently and accurately enforced. But for reasons of scope, this paper largely focuses on the question of what IHRL requires those rules to be in the first place.


current woes. I too search for a principled way to constrain the private power that a few dominant companies have over some of the most important channels of expression in the modern age and believe it to be one of the most pressing human rights questions today. This paper does not align itself with the “archaic way of thinking”¹¹ that the private nature of social media companies means they have no duty to uphold the human rights of the people affected by their operations. Nevertheless, I see significant limitations on what IHRL offers in practice, and I suggest that failing to acknowledge these limitations will only serve the interests of platforms rather than their users by giving platforms undeserved legitimacy dividends. Proponents agree that IHRL is not a panacea for our current content moderation woes; here, I seek to catalogue more comprehensively why not.

I proceed as follows: Part II reviews the growing consensus for an IHRL-based approach to content moderation, and the benefits of such an approach. Part III turns to the considerable limits on what IHRL can bring to content moderation systems and argues that invoking IHRL without being attentive to these limitations could frustrate the goals of those seeking to promote human rights online. Part IV illustrates this by reference to two of the most contentious issues in content moderation: hate speech and election interference. Part V briefly suggests some next steps in the agenda for the protection of human rights in content moderation.

There is perhaps no more consequential debate for the future of free expression than how to legitimate and constrain platforms’ content moderation. For IHRL to be relevant in the platform era, it needs to find purchase online and in spaces run by private companies. But this requires being clear-eyed about the enormity of that task and the significant obstacles that stand in the way of its realization.

I. WHAT INTERNATIONAL LAW CAN OFFER

As a handful of major tech companies have become ever more important “Deciders” about what can and cannot be said in some of the most important modern forums for speech,¹² there has been increasing concern about the opacity

---


and arbitrariness with which they exercise this considerable power. The decisions these companies make have enormous consequences for both individuals and societies. In the last few years alone, platforms have been implicated in rights infringements in contexts as diverse as genocide, election interference, widespread harassment and abuse, and terrorist attacks. Content moderation problems are human rights problems. (For simplicity, this paper focuses on users’ freedom of expression, but many of the arguments that follow would apply equally to the entire corpus of human rights.)

In the early days of the internet, platforms adopted what I have elsewhere called a “posts-as-trumps” framework that generally proceeded on the assumption that platforms would by-and-large not interfere with user content. This was encouraged and enabled by generally broad immunities provided by formal law. But in the past few years, societal and regulatory expectations of platforms have changed markedly, and content moderation rules have become ever-more expansive legal-esque codes. Platforms no longer focus only or primarily on the speech rights of posters, but are taking a broader (albeit still too limited) view of their responsibility and recognizing other societal interests as well. But as platforms draw these lines, pressing questions arise as to how their decisions can be made principled and legitimate. No pre-existing body of rules easily applies.

---


18. I also focus on purely private regulation and exclude questions of state pressure or co-optation (what Balkin has described as “collateral censorship”) that would more properly be described as state action. See Balkin, supra note 12, at 116 (“Collateral censorship occurs when the state targets entity A to control the speech of another entity, B.”).


21. See generally Klonick, supra note 12.

Unlike other private interactions with human rights, platforms are often cast in the role of adjudicating conflicts between rights of users or society. But unlike state actors, private platforms are businesses that have legitimate interests in designing and curating their services in the way they choose. Nevertheless, given their profound systemic importance, and their own claims to be akin to “public squares,” users and regulators have come to expect that platforms will have regard for the public interest to at least some degree in the way they construct and enforce their rules. But according to what principles? For a long time, if human rights were considered at all, many considered that internet intermediaries were not only upholding but expanding human rights almost simply by existing, by facilitating the ever-greater flow of expression and information and creating a seemingly borderless world. This view has waned, but exactly what should replace it remains fiercely contested.

Against this background, in April 2018, Kaye proposed a framework for content moderation that “puts human rights at the very centre.” Kaye’s central argument was that “[c]ompanies should incorporate directly into their terms of service and ‘community standards’ relevant principles of human rights law that ensure content-related actions will be guided by the same standards of legality, necessity and legitimacy that bind State regulation of expression.” This approach, which he called “human rights by default,” would require platforms to explain their rules with greater clarity and specificity, and show that infringements on freedom of expression were narrowly tailored.

The framework in the report—which, like this Article, focused primarily on freedom of expression issues—is that provided by Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Article 19 sets out the right to freedom of expression and then immediately acknowledges that the right can be subject to certain restrictions.


25. Kaye, supra note 1, ¶ 2.

26. Id. ¶ 45.


28. ICCPR, supra note 27, art. 19(2).

29. ICCPR, supra note 27, art. 19(3), at 178.

1. **Legality:** permissible restrictions are only those that are “provided by law”—that is, a rule restricting speech must be specified precisely, publicly, and transparently;

2. **Legitimacy:** the restriction needs to be for the purpose of one of a defined set of interests: to protect rights or reputations of others, national security, public order, public health, or morals;

3. **Necessity and proportionality:** the restriction must be necessary and the least restrictive means to achieve the purported aim.

In addition, Article 20 requires the prohibition of propaganda for war and “advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred.”

There would be a number of benefits to adopting these rules as the basis for platforms’ content moderation rules. In what follows, I survey these benefits in a somewhat abridged form, not least because advocates for IHRL in content moderation have made the arguments much more forcefully and eloquently elsewhere.

Here, I catalogue six main benefits: (A) using IHRL could give content moderation a legitimacy that it currently lacks; (B) as a set of global norms, IHRL aligns with major platforms’ and open internet advocates’ desire to have a single set of global rules, to the extent possible; (C) IHRL provides a common vocabulary for participants in debates around appropriate rules for online speech, including internal stakeholders; (D) IHRL would provide companies with a normative basis for denying authoritarian requests to censor content on their services; (E) IHRL encompasses a set of procedural norms, as well as substantive ones, which can help constrain platforms’ arbitrary exercise of power; and (F) IHRL is the least-worst option available.

### A. Legitimacy

As platforms are begrudgingly drawn ever further into the task of transparently writing and justifying rules for how they will deal with content on their services, their apparent arbitrariness and lack of consistent enforcement has caused a severe legitimacy deficit.\(^{31}\) For years, academics and civil society have been pointing out the awesome and arbitrarily exercised power of these companies,\(^{32}\) but the past few years have seen these views break through into mainstream consciousness and cause...
a societal “techlash.” The delegitimization of existing systems of governance and the frustration with the ad hoc way platforms write and enforce rules has been so widespread that even Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has been forced to concede that “[l]awmakers often tell me we have too much power over speech, and frankly I agree. . . . [W]e need a more standardized approach.”

On its face, IHRL seems to remedy this legitimacy deficit. As a set of global norms based on as close to universal state consent as anything, IHRL offers “a sense of global legitimacy, credibility, and appeal, especially outside the United States.” In the words of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, IHRL is “the only tested international set of rules and principles resulting from decades of debate and collaboration among States and international legal experts from around the globe.” As Kaye explains, “it would offer a globally recognized framework for designing [the] tools [to accommodate varied interests] and a common vocabulary for explaining their nature, purpose and application to users and State.”

In contrast to the current paradigm of platforms largely just “making rules up,” IHRL ostensibly offers a form of constraint on decision-making as a set of established norms external to the platforms.

B. Global Rules

The “global” nature of IHRL is an inherent part of its appeal. For many, “[t]he doctrine of human rights has aspired from the outset to be universal, to be a doctrine that applies everywhere to everyone, irrespective of nationality, culture, tradition, ideology, or social conditions.” The alternative is a cacophony of differing and conflicting national, regional, and even local standards.

37. Kaye, supra note 1, at 15.
38. MATTHIAS C. KETTEMANN & WOLFGANG SCHULZ, SETTING RULES FOR 2.7 BILLION: A (FIRST) LOOK INTO FACEBOOK’S NORM-MAKING SYSTEM: RESULTS OF A PILOT STUDY 28 (2020).
IHRL’s aspiration for universality aligns with that of platforms. Platforms generally prefer, for reasons of ease and product experience, to have a single set of global rules. As Facebook’s head of policy has written, “the borderless and dynamic nature of social media communications requires standards that are globally applied.” Adopting IHRL as this set of global norms avoids a “race to the bottom” caused by adopting the rules of any particular jurisdiction. In some ways, this also keeps alive the optimism and hope of a borderless internet. As Goldsmith and Wu summarized the view of “internationalists” advocating for international norms in the early days of the internet, “[n]ot only would internationalism solve the problem of conflicting laws, it also offered the promise of better laws. . . . An international approach could not only clear up confusion and conflict, but it could also wash clean the prejudice and ignorance hiding in the basement of national government.”

Therefore, ambitions for IHRL as a universalizing body of law finds common ground with those of platforms and internet-optimists in the use of IHRL as a basis for a system of global governance of online speech.

C. Common Vocabulary

Because the substantive rules for platform standards will almost always be a matter of reasonable disagreement and contestation, legitimacy for content moderation systems needs to be earned not by unilaterally issuing “correct” rules but by channeling debate about what those rules should be. In fulfilling this need, IHRL can provide “a common conceptual language” for explaining, justifying, and challenging content moderation decisions. Even when IHRL does not dictate a specific substantive outcome, it can provide a framework and vocabulary for argumentation, which can facilitate a process of deliberation and public reason-giving that endows decisions with greater legitimacy. Engaging in reasoning and justifying decisions is a way of showing respect for and dignifying the interests of those affected by decisions, as well as providing accountability through public and transparent reasoning. (This is, to many, a weak form of accountability to be sure.

40. Bickert, supra note 4, at 260. It is fascinating to observe that in dismissing the appropriateness of a single set of laws as being the basis of those standards, Bickert did not even consider IHRL when writing in late 2018—so rapid has the movement, spearheaded by Kaye, progressed.


42. See Douck, supra note 31, at 66–76.

43. Sander, supra note 2, at 967.

44. Id. at 968.

45. On the way in which frameworks and argumentation can provide this form of legitimacy, see, for example, Mattias Kumm, The Idea of Socratic Contestation and the Right to Justification: The Point of Rights-Based Proportionality Review, 4 L. & ETHICS HUM. RTS. 141 (2010).

46. Monica Hakimi, Why Should We Care About International Law?, Mich. L. Rev. 1283, 1302 (2020); see Douck, supra note 10, at 21–22.

47. Hakimi, supra note 46, at 1305; see Douck, supra note 31, at 66–76.
but it remains a valuable one.) I argue below that global consensus not only does not exist but likely never will.48 But the benefit of a common vocabulary does not depend on substantive agreement; indeed, its virtue lies in providing the framework and vocabulary for ongoing and unavoidable debates.

This also applies within companies, where IHRL can give internal stakeholders the language and normative backing to articulate concerns about and potential constraints on company decision-making.49 A more IHRL-centered discourse around the impacts of content moderation decisions provides a coherent framework and greater normative force to conversations at all stages of platform operations and can operate as a positive feedback loop.

D. Stiffened Spines

The normative force of IHRL is at its greatest and most important in stiffening the spines of companies against obvious state abuses of human rights. Adopting IHRL can help companies stand up to governmental demands that companies infringe users’ rights. As Kaye argued, “[a] human rights framework enables forceful normative responses against undue State restrictions—provided companies play by similar rules.”50 When governments demand censorship,

[i]t is much less convincing to say to authoritarians, “We cannot take down that content because that would be inconsistent with our rules,” than it is to say, “Taking down that content would be inconsistent with the international human rights our users enjoy and to which your government is obligated to uphold.”51

Therefore, as IHRL promises global substantive standards, it also provides normative backing for denying governments who would have platforms deviate from those standards. This was exactly how Facebook invoked IHRL when it said it would challenge a legal order from the Thai government to block access to a group with one million members; the group criticised the country’s king, which is illegal under the country’s lèse majesté laws.52

This is a compelling argument and an important contribution that IHRL can make. The value of this role is critical given the rapid rise of digital authoritarianism around the world, as repressive regimes seek to crack down on fundamental

48. See infra Part III(A)–(C).
49. I am grateful to Dierdre Mulligan and Jen Daskal for stressing the importance of this point.
50. Kaye, supra note 1, at 14; see also KAYE, SPEECH POLICE, supra note 11, at 18.
freedoms online. IHRL’s role in these rainy-day scenarios is vital. But, as I explore below, the question of whether a state is violating its obligations under IHRL is often a much easier one to answer (and still by no means determinate) than how a private actor should directly apply IHRL in making its decisions.

E. Process

IHRL should not be understood merely as a set of substantive rules to be picked up, plugged into community standards, and applied by platforms. A large, if not dominant, part of the benefits offered by IHRL to content moderation is the procedural obligations it requires. The idea is not that platforms look to existing determinations of how restrictions on freedom of expression comply with the requirements of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality, but that they must meet each of these requirements themselves in formulating their rules.

This is a fundamental point for two reasons. First, as I explore further below, the substantive rules in IHRL are not settled and, perhaps more importantly, leave many gaps that need to be filled in practice. Second, it is the process of reasoning that redounds to the legitimacy benefits discussed above. It is not the mere fact that interests have been recognized and balanced in the formulation of a rule, but the explanation of how the decision-maker has done so that makes a decision more likely to be deemed worthy of respect.

The application of IHRL’s procedural obligations is the easiest to apply to company activities, and activists have long used IHRL to emphasize company obligations of transparency, due process, and remediation. Kaye similarly drew attention to IHRL’s procedural requirements as a necessary part of fully empowering users and enhancing accountability, especially transparency and remediation, for people wronged by platform decisions.

It is worth noting, however, that there is a tendency to oversimplify the guidance that IHRL offers and its applicability to content moderation ecosystems. The general understanding is that while there may be variation or ambiguity around

54. I will return to this in Parts III(A)–(C) below.
55. See infra Part III(A)–(C).
58. Kaye, supra note 1, at 20 (“The companies must embark on radically different approaches to transparency at all stages of their operations, from rule-making to implementation and development of “case law” framing the interpretation of private rules.”).
59. Id. at 18.
substantive protections, “there is more widespread agreement regarding the procedures that are essential to ensure protection for the categories of speech that are deemed legal.”\textsuperscript{60} These requirements should include an individualized determination by an independent arbiter on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{61}

But the scale of content moderation makes such individualized assessment, even if only for appeals of initial decisions, likely impractical and impossible.\textsuperscript{62} To deny such an assessment will not necessarily always be an infringement on rights: due process rights—what process is due—have always been highly contextual and systemic.\textsuperscript{63} The extent of individualized assessment required will turn on many factors, including the particular category of content in question, the average accuracy of initial decisions, the severity of the consequences of the initial decision, and a cost-benefit assessment of the value offered by any additional procedure.

It is beyond my present scope to offer a full account of these factors, but it is sufficient to note that even in the realm of procedural requirements, IHRL does not necessarily provide a determinate answer of what is required. Furthermore, as I explore further below, as valuable as procedural rules are, they still need to be backed by substantive commitments to be made meaningful.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{F. The Least-Worst Option}

Finally, and the importance of this should not be underestimated, IHRL is appealing because there is no obvious and compelling alternative. Designers of content moderation systems are in search of a way to legitimize global rules about human rights written and enacted by extremely powerful private companies. As Bowers and Zittrain observe, “[t]he inwards-looking, largely public relations-oriented content governance models so widely deployed today are unsatisfying.”\textsuperscript{65} They are largely untethered from any particular normative commitments, leaving them unconstrained and arbitrary. The question of whether IHRL is a good basis for content moderation rules should be asked not in a vacuum but as compared to what? IHRL need not be perfect to be the least-worst option. With current systems delegitimized and the laws of individual countries inappropriate for international application, IHRL has a strong claim to being the worst option except for all the rest.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Emma J. Llansó, \textit{No Amount of “AI” in Content Moderation Will Solve Filtering’s Prior-Restraint Problem}, BIG DATA & SOC’Y 1, 4 (2020); see generally Nunziato, supra note 60.
\item See Evelyn Douek, \textit{Verified Accountability: Self-Regulation of Content Moderation as an Answer to the Special Problems of Speech Regulation}, HOOVER INST. 1, 8–11 (2019).
\item Id. at 9.
\item See infra Part III(D).
\item John Bowers & Jonathan Zittrain, \textit{Answering Impossible Questions: Content Governance in an Age of Disinformation}, 1 HARV. KENNEDY SCH. MISINFO. REV. 1, 5 (2020).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
II. THE LIMITS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW IN CONTENT MODERATION

The movement for IHRL to be adopted as the basis for content moderation rules has garnered considerable momentum because of these strong arguments in its favor. For a long time, platforms argued that “human rights are neither their concern nor their responsibility”66 and were “reluctant to view content moderation undertaken to enforce their terms of service (TOS) as a human rights issue.”67 It is therefore no small feat to have them recognize otherwise.

But to return to the question asked in the introduction: why have platforms suddenly voluntarily signed on? The explanation that they genuinely care about human rights is not enough: if it were, there are many other steps they could take including, at a minimum, being much more transparent about their services, hiring more content moderators (and providing them better working conditions), or introducing more friction and reducing the extent to which their algorithms optimize for engagement. (And, notably, on the rare occasions platforms have taken such steps, they rarely articulate them as being responsive to IHRL obligations.) There are very real limits on what companies are prepared to voluntarily do in the name of human rights, and yet they have relatively quickly been prepared to profess to adopt IHRL in their content moderation rules.68

This Part argues that companies are prepared to make these commitments largely because simply adopting IHRL as the basis of content moderation would not constrain the operations of these platforms to any significant extent. As a result, it would likely not give them the legitimacy benefits they hope for; but it may still get them more than they have earned if their adoption of IHRL is not viewed critically.

This is not to dismiss the contributions that IHRL can make in this area. But this requires being very upfront about its limitations so that its weaknesses can be addressed. These extend well beyond the most simple and obvious: their non-binding nature. The inability to directly enforce IHRL in this context is in part the product of, and at the very least exacerbates, other weaknesses. These weaknesses include the following: (A) the consensus with respect to IHRL is not simple or universal and in fact is highly contested, especially when it comes to freedom of expression; (B) IHRL is not a single, self-contained, cohesive body of rules but includes gaps, inconsistencies, and is subject to differing interpretations; (C) there is a large degree of indeterminacy in IHRL norms that would leave platforms with extensive discretion in many if not most hard cases; (D) given this, there is room for platforms to co-opt the language and legitimacy of IHRL; (E) even if platforms were to try to adopt IHRL in good faith, they lack the information or competency to conduct the assessment and balancing of interests necessary; (F) the

66. MACKINNON, supra note 32, at 273.
68. See supra Part I.
indeterminacy and competency critiques apply equally to the procedural norms under IHRL as they do to the substantive norms; and (G) the platform era requires a paradigm-shift in thinking about rights, from individualistic to systemic, and IHRL has not yet developed jurisprudence or tools to deal with this fundamental change.

It is worth noting at the outset that many people have suggested that IHRL obligations should vary depending on the size and systemic importance of the platform in question. This Article does not consider this point, except to note that it is only further indicative of the open nature of many of the relevant questions. My present focus, however, is on the indeterminacy that remains even if the analysis is confined to the largest platforms that claim to be “public squares.”

A. Highly Contested

Even if it could be said that there is a single cohesive body of law called “IHRL” (I contest this in the following sub-parts), the unanimity with respect to the legitimacy of this body of norms is far from complete. As Anthea Roberts has comprehensively documented, “international lawyers’ romantic understanding of themselves and their field as universal and cosmopolitan” is incomplete and sometimes misleading. Far from being a cohesive whole, international law is characterized by different understandings from different relevant communities, while certain communities dominate in shaping the field. To the extent that there is universality, this itself reflects a set of values of cosmopolitanism and belief in the efficiency of uniformity that is contested.

There is no area in which this is more true than with respect to freedom of expression. There are still significant numbers of states with reservations to the freedom of expression provisions in international treaties. As one judge of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda commented, “[t]he number and extent of the reservations [to these provisions] reveal that profound disagreement persists in the international community[,] . . . a consensus among states has not crystallized.” As even Evelyn Aswad—a staunch advocate for IHRL in content moderation—acknowledges, “[t]he scope of ICCPR Article 20 remains controversial to this day.” Famously, of course, this includes the United States, and many of those accustomed to First Amendment jurisprudence continue to

69. See, e.g., Land, supra note 57; Kate Jones, Chatham House, Online Disinformation and Political Discourse: Applying a Human Rights Framework 6 (2019).
70. Zuckerberg, supra note 23; Twitter, supra note 23.
72. See generally, Roberts, supra note 71.
reject any notion of convergence towards the international standards. My point here is not to take a position in this debate, but simply to note that under these conditions it cannot truly be said that IHRL reflects a global consensus.

Advocates argue that just because states fail to live up to their obligations does not mean that the obligations themselves are indeterminate or contested. Aspirational norms can still have value, to be sure. But there is a tension in relying on state consent as a basis for IHRL’s legitimacy and ignoring state divergence or contestation on difficult edge cases.

Here, and in what follows, it is important not to overstate my argument or the extent of the divergence. There are “many areas in which international and regional human rights law have substantively converged with the US protection of freedom of expression.” Nevertheless, focusing on the marginal and exceptional cases where this is not true is not misplaced because it is precisely in those cases that IHRL has the most work to do. Where there is convergence and unanimity, IHRL does not in substance add much beyond rhetorical legitimation. Rules that match both universal and local norms are easy cases. Facebook does not—or, at least, should not—need IHRL to know that incitement to genocide is wrong. But it is in the harder cases where reasonable minds can differ that platforms are most in need of constraint and legitimation. And yet it is in those cases—the very cases where IHRL stands to offer the most—where there is a divergence of approach among states and IHRL’s indeterminacy are also the greatest.

B. No Global Norms

As I have written elsewhere:

It is something of a misnomer to speak of international human rights law as if it is a single, self-contained and cohesive body of rules. Instead, these laws are found in a variety of international and regional treaties that are subject to differing interpretations by states that are parties to the conventions as well as international tribunals applying the laws.

In the context of a right to insult, for example, Amal Clooney and Philippa Webb have shown IHRL is sometimes confusing or inconsistent and treaties have not been applied clearly or consistently. This applies to the Human Rights Committee’s interpretations of the ICCPR and other international treaties, and is

---


79. Douek, supra note 1.

80. Clooney & Webb, supra note 73, at 36.
compounded by confusion and contradictions in various regional instruments and their interpretation by regional bodies. As Barrie Sander notes, while platforms can look to “the UN treaty bodies, the jurisprudence of international, regional and national courts, as well as reports produced by UN Special Rapporteurs and civil society groups—the guidance produced by these sources has not always been clear or consistent.” Indeed, “[g]lobal human rights norms—from binding treaty provisions to soft law recommendations of international human rights bodies—are diverse, nuanced, evolving, sometimes inconsistent, and contested, especially in the area of freedom of expression.” In short, as Benesch summarizes, “human rights law on speech is confusing and not always applicable to private companies.”

Aswad has argued that the UNGP’s should be taken to require companies to align their rules with “international human rights law,” and “regional human rights instruments (and monitoring bodies) are not international human rights instruments (and monitoring bodies).” But regional jurisprudence should not be so quickly dismissed. Aside from the fact that regional treaties are definitionally part of international law, they also play an important normative and practical role in IHRL jurisprudence and norm-setting. The language of “IHRL” narrowly conceived as only the ICCPR remains broad and general, leaving many gaps to be at best filled, and at worst exploited. As Clooney and Webb conclude, “[i]nternational law on free speech is . . . not well defined in the jurisprudence of the U.N. bodies, leaving far too much scope for abuse. The fears voiced by many states during the drafting of the ICCPR and CERD regarding free speech have turned out to be well-founded: the terms used are too vague and susceptible to abuse.” Kaye himself has argued that the jurisprudence of regional bodies plays an important role in IHRL:

[S]ome might say that human rights law is too general for the companies to apply. But companies have ample jurisprudence to draw from. . . . This jurisprudence can be found in the European Court of Human Rights, the Inter-American Court for Human Rights, the emerging jurisprudence of regional and sub-regional courts in Africa, national courts in democratic societies, treaty bodies that monitor compliance with their norms, and the work of UN and regional human rights mechanisms. It is not an answer to say the law does not exist because some look down upon it as a lesser form of law, or because of ignorance that this body of law even exists.
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Looking to these norms is not only practically necessary to fill in relevant gaps, but also normatively desirable: to the extent that speech decisions are highly contextual and need to take account of local norms and facts, the jurisprudence of regional bodies will obviously be relevant and enlightening.88

International lawyers “often resist emphasizing national or regional approaches because they are seen as potentially threatening to the field’s universalist aspirations.”89 But it is a different set of universalist aspirations that have been partially responsible for some of the greatest failures in content moderation and early internet governance. Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu proved prescient in their observation that alongside globalization would remain “the determined preservation of difference, the deliberate resistance to homogenizing influence” as different places fight to retain their own cultures and values.90 They defended this as normatively desirable: “[T]here is very little to say in favor of a single global rule for Internet speech. . . . These dramatically different attitudes toward proper speech among the mature democracies reflect important differences among the peoples that populate these countries—differences in culture, history, and tastes.”91

Platforms’ unduly unidimensional understanding of free expression, and failure to adjust to local contexts, is one of the most naïve assumptions of the early platform era. It should not be repeated in the adoption of IHRL in content moderation. Indeed, IHRL is a body of norms that welcomes diversity: this is a strength in many respects but a weakness when looking for a determinate source of constraint on platform decisions.

Even if, as I have just argued against, universal norms are the ultimate goal, interactions between regional systems and the universal one can lead to “converging norms and procedures in an overarching interdependent and dynamic system. In many respects they are thinking globally and acting regionally.”92 Abandoning regional differentiation for top-down imposition of norms is unlikely to be successful.

“Thinking globally and acting regionally” is, in many ways, exactly what critics have been calling on social media platforms to do. One of the main criticisms that global platforms have encountered in recent years has been their lack of attention to different demands of varying contexts.93 Regional bodies are an important way
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of understanding local context. It may be that regional interpretations are different because the context is different. That is: while regional interpretations may not be invoked to justify departure from decisions under the ICCPR, different outcomes may not be the result of different rules, but instead a product of different circumstances.

Malcolm D. Evans has even argued that the emergence of “variegated and complex pattern of jurisdictional networks” in IHRL is a sign of its growing maturity. Dinah Shelton agrees: “Each uses the jurisprudence of the other systems and amends and strengthens its procedures with reference to the experience of the others. In general, their mutual influence is highly progressive, both in normative development and institutional reform.”

All of these caveats about the diversity of approaches in various bodies interpreting rights apply especially forcefully in the context of the novel and open questions that content moderation raises. Brenda Dvoskin has examined one useful example: the question of whether the use of filtering systems at the time of upload to detect and block certain kinds of content (that is, a form of prior restraint) is consistent with international law. The Court of Justice of the European Union has held that in certain cases such artificial intelligence filters are not only consistent with European law but may in fact be required by it. But, as Dvoskin observed, “the remedies the CJEU offered are explicitly forbidden in the American Convention on Human Rights. Specifically, the American Convention forbids prior restraint of speech and does not allow for the type of balancing test that is permissible in the European context.”

There is no decision as yet interpreting ICCPR Article 19’s application to upload filters specifically, or authoritative guidance about such interpretation, save reports of experts such as Kaye. There may be a case or comment in time, but in the meantime, content moderation systems will make billions if not trillions of decisions and any slow-moving jurisprudence will likely be almost immediately

---
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superseded by advances in technology. As platforms continue to operate, if they want to apply IHRL, they themselves will need to make a number of choices about what that body of law requires.

Again, while inconsistencies and gaps in these bodies of law cannot be dismissed, the problems they cause should also not be overstated. No body of law is completely comprehensive or consistent. Uncertainty and ambiguity are part of the evolution of any legal doctrine. But the critique that there are no global norms remains important for two reasons.

First, no legal system has good answers for the most difficult questions in content moderation yet. Many of these questions are still essentially open, leaving platforms with practically no guidance. International law’s particularly broad language and slow-moving machinery makes this an especially acute issue.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, not acknowledging gaps or inconsistencies exacerbates the extent to which vague language can be open to abuse by denying how much agency and choice there is for private actors who assert to be simply applying IHRL. Furthermore, it risks leaving the project of advancing IHRL open to the critique that it is simply “looking out over a crowd and picking out [its] friends.” IHRL includes regional jurisprudence and acknowledging both the strengths and weaknesses of this is the most candid way to advance the project, as well as an attempt to avoid its manipulation and misuse.

Perhaps most importantly: even if a universal system that disregards regional jurisprudence is the preferred solution, it does not naturally follow that platforms themselves are the best actors to resolve inconsistencies or plug (the many) gaps.

C. Indeterminacy

The question of whether basing content moderation rules on IHRL would be beneficial needs to be answered, at least in part, by examining the extent to which standards would be different from what they would be without looking to IHRL. And this question, in turn, depends on the extent to which IHRL would constrain platform decision-making. If IHRL still leaves platforms with wide discretion to do what they would have done anyway, its utility is significantly diminished (but not entirely because, aside from substantive rules, there are still the potential discursive and argumentative benefits). The question can be posed as: Does consulting IHRL make a putative platform lawyer feel compelled to adopt a policy they would not have otherwise adopted?

The variance and flexibility in state laws about speech are enough to show considerable residual discretion in the interpretation and application of IHRL. As
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Andrew Legg observes (following James Crawford), although the Human Rights Committee has largely declined to explicitly talk of giving states a “margin of appreciation” in the implementation of their obligations under IHRL, there is ample evidence supporting the proposition that it forms part of the Committee’s practice and that the Committee applies limitations differently in different cultural or economic circumstances.102 This inherent flexibility is likely to be all the more true for platforms, which have further room for adaptation created by the essentially unprecedented process of translating state-based free expression norms into the fresh and different context of the online environment.

Worse still, such variance will depend on the particular platforms’ product, technical capacity, and other contextual factors. As Benesch observes, “If [IHRL] come[s] to guide online content moderation, different platforms may derive quite different rules from them.”103 Indeed, as the non-governmental organization Article 19 has observed:

A degree of variation is inherent to [IHRL]. . . . In the case of [platforms], this margin of appreciation in the application of international standards will allow the application of standards in a specific country context (as is generally the case with international standards), and the differentiation between different companies and their respective products (e.g., Facebook is different from Twitter), including the liberty of a company to adopt stricter restrictions on freedom of expression to accommodate their own editorial choices (although it should be clear that market dominance would result in a narrower margin of appreciation in this respect).104

Even disregarding regional instruments, different rights protected by IHRL will often come into conflict. As the Human Rights Review of Facebook’s Oversight Board observed, in cases where rights conflict “it will be important for the Oversight Board to have a clear approach to ‘counterbalancing’ different human rights,” and recommending a form of structured proportionality testing for doing so.105 A civil rights audit admonished Facebook, for example, for taking an unduly “selective view of free expression as Facebook’s most cherished value,” without accounting for impacts on other rights.106 Ultimately, there will always be room for balancing values and making choices. These choices will rest with the front-line decision-makers in content moderation: platform policy makers.
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This highlights a distinctive aspect of IHRL’s role in this context as opposed to that which is seemingly directly contemplated in the UNGPs: the role of a platform “respecting” IHRL in the context of a platform is adjudicatory. A platform recognizes and determines disputes about the rights of its users, as balanced against the rights of other users or society’s interests as a whole (and with its own commercial interests always lurking in the background). This is quite a different task from those most obviously addressed by the UNGPs (such as physical business operations, supply chain issues, or labour rights), which do not discuss what businesses should do when human rights obligations are more nebulous or involve balancing various rights and interests against each other.107

In short, platform lawyers will always have a lot of leeway when they translate IHRL into the context of their particular product and any particular case.

It is somewhat abstract to discuss this indeterminacy in generic terms, and so I will return to this point below in the context of the specific examples of hate speech and election interference. But the overarching point is true for many, if not most, of the decisions platforms make, especially the most difficult and controversial ones: there are multiple possible rights-respecting answers within the framework offered by IHRL.

D. Co-optation

The indeterminacy of IHRL creates room for its co-optation by platforms, rather than their being constrained by it. This is similar to charges of “bluelwashing” that have attended initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact, where given the lack of monitoring and enforcement, members are able to enjoy goodwill and legitimacy benefits without costly changes.108 In the context of information technologies specifically, a similar controversy arose in the early days of the Global Network Initiative (GNI), which was formed in 2008 in the wake of scandals in which both Yahoo! and Google were found to be involved in human rights violations in China. Years later, however, the Edward Snowden revelations showed that GNI verification mechanisms had failed to reveal the extent of data collection and sharing by many GNI members with the U.S. government.109 The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), a founding member of the GNI, resigned as a result.110

Platforms do make commitments to uphold human rights and have been hiring personnel to rectify their long-standing lack of human rights expertise.111 But
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some reports suggest that such initiatives are window-dressing, with those involved marginalized within the companies or not given sufficient resources and authority to make a real difference.\footnote{Nitasha Tiku, A Top Google Exec Pushed the Company to Commit to Human Rights. Then Google Pushed Him Out, He Says., WASH. POST (Jan. 2, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/01/02/top-google-exec-pushed-company-commit-human-rights-then-google-pushed-him-out-he-says/} Facebook has taken the commendable step of commissioning human rights impact assessments (HRIAs) in developing countries.\footnote{Miranda Sissons & Alex Warofka, An Update on Facebook’s Human Rights Work in Asia and Around the World, FACEBOOK NEWSROOM (May 12, 2020), https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/human-rights-work-in-asia/} But even these are telling. The four reports released so far combined do not match the length or depth of the Civil Rights Audit Facebook commissioned and released about its impact in the United States.\footnote{See MURPHY, supra note 106 (there was also a substantial interim report).} The recommendations were unsurprising and did not necessarily require an in-depth understanding of IHRL; they mostly amounted to simple due diligence before entering a volatile market. Facebook’s responses to the HRIAs essentially promised to devote more resources to these markets, hire more staff, provide greater language support, and pointed to a number of other initiatives that it already had in train (such as its Oversight Board and limiting forwarding in WhatsApp).\footnote{Sissons & Warofka, supra note 113, at 1, 4–5.} This series of measures can be described as common sense. That is not to say that they are not welcome, just that the role of IHRL could be described as marginal or a redundancy over seriously living up to the motto “don’t be evil.” The reports received minimal press coverage in the West (or, perhaps, anywhere), and there were no timelines given for taking next steps, nor has there been any follow-up.

By casting the reports as HRIAs, Facebook has co-opted the language of IHRL without any substantial changes in operations or IHRL-specific commitments beyond common sense due diligence. In the end, “such documents are only worth what the receiver makes of them.”\footnote{LAILDAW, supra note 13, at 168 (noting similar concerns about a human rights audit of the Internet Watch Foundation).} These same “bluewashing” risks could attend the adoption of IHRL standards in content moderation more broadly. As Sander argues, “[g]iven [the] complexity [of applying IHRL to platforms], the risk inevitably arises that online platforms may try to co-opt the vocabulary of human rights to legitimize minor reforms at the expense of undertaking more structural or systemic changes to their moderation processes.”\footnote{Sander, supra note 2, at 1006.} So far, so true. Even as Facebook has said it has grounded its community standards in IHRL, researchers observed that those writing the rules...
“were not observed to refer to concrete human rights norms.”118 The gap between rhetoric and practice remains.

But the risk of co-optation is even greater than in other contexts because it runs both ways. Not only could companies co-opt IHRL rhetoric to their own advantage, but such co-optation could bleed back into IHRL itself and influence its development. As Aswad observes, “[i]f companies begin applying Article 19(3) in their content moderation operations and take up the Special Rapporteur’s call to produce ‘case law,’ there could be an active fountain of new ‘jurisprudence’ involving the ICCPR’s speech protections, which could influence the direction of international freedom of expression rights.”119 The development of IHRL through state practice, authoritative interpretation by treaty bodies, and relevant experts can be slow and ad hoc. By contrast, content moderation systems work at an extremely high pace and volume. The gap between these agile “move fast” systems and the creaky IHRL structures is vast. As such, the extent to which private companies may shape “international normative developments and discourse on freedom of expression” is unclear,120 but could be profound.

E. Lack of Competency

Even setting aside concerns about bad faith co-optation of IHRL by platforms and assuming best intentions, platforms do not have the legitimacy or competence to determine IHRL obligations alone.

Platforms have no democratic legitimacy to draw upon when conducting the fraught task of determining whether a particular restriction on freedom of expression is necessary and proportionate.121 But this weakness applies to all content moderation. There are more specific competence problems created in the application of IHRL.

First, it is unclear which interests platforms should take into account as justifying limitations on expression. Article 19 provides that freedom of expression should only be limited “to protect rights or reputations of others; national security; public order; public health or morals.”122 But as Kaye noted in his report on online hate speech, “companies are not in the position of governments to assess threats to national security and public order, and hate speech restrictions on those grounds should be based not on company assessment but legal orders from a State.”123 If this implies that companies are in a position to evaluate restrictions on speech for
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other purposes such as rights or reputations of others and public health or morals,124 experience so far is not promising.

Platforms do not necessarily have all the information necessary to evaluate the extent to which harm is done to someone’s reputation off-platform, nor do they have any particular competence or legitimacy to determine matters of public health or morals. The Covid-19 pandemic has been a stark illustration of how even ostensibly science-based public health determinations are fraught, often subject to conflicting guidance and politicization.125 As to public morals, platforms are at best limited judges of such social matters, and this is all the more true in the case of quintessentially Silicon Valley-based companies purporting to determine the morals of users around the world.126

Second, compounding matters, it is unclear the extent to which platforms can take into account their own legitimate business and free speech interests in deciding what to allow on their services. Unlike First Amendment doctrine, IHRL speech protections do not extend to corporations.127 But it is not clear that denying corporate interests entirely or making them completely subservient to individual speech rights would be the best outcome, legally or normatively.

Legally, as Molly Land notes, while human rights institutions have tended to simply “equate public and private censorship,” it “cannot be the case that every content moderation decision made by every digital platform should be subject to human rights scrutiny.”128 While the extent may be unclear, it should be relatively uncontroversial to assert that clearly private actors can limit, curate, and privilege content and viewpoints in a way that a state should not. Moderation of clearly legal content is an important part of what platforms are: without it, platforms would quickly find themselves overrun with spam, adult content, and other merely ‘unpleasant’ content that would diminish the value of their products to users and,
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in some cases, make it unusable. But when a platform does so, “what values should guide its decision?” Business interests cannot be an entirely illegitimate consideration—indeed, companies have a fiduciary duty to maximize stockholder value.

Furthermore, there is good reason to think that preserving a diversity of platform approaches is overall more beneficial than compelled conformity. Some platforms may choose to try to “inspire creativity and bring joy,” while others will seek to “give everyone the power to create and share ideas and information instantly without barriers.” A degree of experimentation and choice should be welcomed. State-based bodies of law do not have a good answer for how to account for this. Molly Land and Emily Laidlaw have argued, for example, that obligations should be calibrated to the extent of a platform’s dominance or influence on democracy. IHRL already supports the notion that a stronger showing of the necessity of restrictions is required when there is a lack of viable alternative channels for communication. This is echoed in the quote from Article 19, above.

But even this leaves things fairly indeterminate and fails to answer crucial questions such as the extent to which intermediaries can account for any unique business mission or user preference in removing content, for example, offensive content. Laidlaw concluded that IHRL just doesn’t “quite fit” with what platforms are doing. For many questions about the obligations of gatekeepers, “there is little guidance in [IHRL]” and the UNGPs “raise just as many questions as they answer.” As such, it remains true that, as Kaye observed in 2016, it is an “open question how freedom of expression concerns raised by design and engineering choices should be reconciled with the freedom of private entities to design and customize their platforms as they choose.”
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In short, in restricting expression, platforms “might base these choices on balancing public interests or their own private interests, but in neither case are they well-placed to be trusted arbiters,” and IHRL does not offer concrete guidance.

F. Unearned Legitimacy Dividends

One of the strongest arguments in favor of IHRL in content moderation is the value not of its substantive norms, which the preceding sections have argued remain contested and indeterminate in many cases, but its procedural requirements. As outlined above, on this argument, the constraining and legitimating force of IHRL comes not from it forcing platforms to arrive at the right decisions, but by guiding them to arrive at decisions in the right way. The requirements of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality are intrinsically valuable, independent from the ultimate substantive outcomes.

This aligns with arguments I have made elsewhere about the importance of transparent and public reasoning in platform rule and decision-making in legitimating their exercise of substantial power over speech. But here’s the rub: there is nothing particular to IHRL about these requirements. The structured nature of the tests and what they require overlaps to a very large extent with structured proportionality testing that exists in many constitutional systems and is the globally dominant form of judicial review. The requirements of a clear, precise, and transparent statement of a rule that is justified in the pursuance of a legitimate purpose are generic rule of law and due process requirements that can be found in diverse areas of law. The tripartite test in Article 19(3) is a useful framework for facilitating this process, but there is nothing uniquely powerful about this framework as distinct from other forms of structured proportionality testing.
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The structured nature of the test, setting out distinct steps, is important and provides a disciplining and rationalizing effect absent in open-ended balancing.\textsuperscript{148} But it is both the strength and weakness of this kind of analysis that it can—and must—be adapted to the particular context in which it is being used. Such structures remain “framework[s] that must be filled with content.”\textsuperscript{149} This is a strength because, as the preceding sections have demonstrated, there are significant adaptations that need to be made to the unique context of social media platforms. But it is also a weakness because this very adaptability is the thrust of one of the major critiques of proportionality testing in global constitutionalism: it is too indeterminate.\textsuperscript{150}

My own view is that the structure and transparency of this kind of reasoning are intrinsically valuable, regardless of the fact that it is adaptable and does not constrain the decision-maker to particular outcomes or even particular considerations.\textsuperscript{151} But it remains important to acknowledge this indeterminacy openly for exactly the same reason that the transparent process of reasoning is important in the first place: to make “the calculus behind an opinion explicit so that it can be seen and criticized.”\textsuperscript{152} We should be cautious of letting platforms clothe themselves in the language of IHRL and accrue legitimacy dividends merely for meeting bare minimum transparency and justification requirements.

\textbf{G. New Paradigms of Rights}

Finally, and crucially (as I have argued elsewhere), technology has created the capacity for both more speech and more speech governance than any time in history and this requires a paradigm shift in thinking about online speech rights.\textsuperscript{153} This paradigm requires a systemic, rather than individualistic, view of rights.

IHRL, like most constitutional systems, takes an individualistic view of speech rights. Article 19 of the ICCPR begins “\textit{everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression.”}\textsuperscript{154} Cases focus on particular individuals and even particular utterances. But the scale of the major social media platforms makes such thinking ill-fitted to modern online speech governance.
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Errors in content moderation at scale are inevitable,\textsuperscript{155} and therefore the more pertinent question in the design of a content moderation system is what kinds of errors to err on the side of.\textsuperscript{156} IHRL does not lend itself to this kind of analysis. Instead, it suggests that rights-respecting online speech governance “requires more than just optimizing a speech-regulation system for a small quantity of error; it requires individualized determinations by independent arbiters.”\textsuperscript{157}

But this is infeasible at internet scale, which makes literally billions of pieces of content potentially governable every day. Kaye anticipated this argument, noting that “[s]ome may argue that it will be time-consuming and costly to allow appeals on every content action. But companies could work with one another and civil society to explore scalable solutions such as company-specific or industry-wide ombudsman programmes.”\textsuperscript{158}

In my view, such scalable solutions not only practically require a more systemic view of rights as opposed to an individualistic one, but also provide a lens that is normatively preferable. A system that acknowledges the inevitability of error at the outset will often lead to fewer errors in the long run than trying to design a system on the assumption that all errors can be caught and corrected.\textsuperscript{159} Procedural requirements are a case in point. Determining what process is due in any case, as discussed above, is a quintessentially contextual judgment.\textsuperscript{160} Fundamentally, the very nature of the due process inquiry indicates that the fundamental fairness of a particular procedure does not turn on the result obtained in any individual case; rather, “procedural due process rules are shaped by the risk of error inherent in the truth-finding process as applied to the generality of cases.”\textsuperscript{161}

My point here is not to resolve the question but simply to note that IHRL alone does not. Content moderation system design requires unprecedented thinking about speech governance and system design which IHRL can provide some guardrails for, but not yet ultimately answer. It needs new tools to do so, and we should not put social media companies alone in charge of crafting and applying those tools.

This applies more broadly to the “proportionality” assessment as applied to content moderation. One benefit of the online environment is that platforms can
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develop far more nuanced remedies than have traditionally been available to governments. Far beyond the false binary of choosing to leave content up or take it down, they can choose to label it, amplify it, suppress it, demonetize it, or engage in counter-messaging. IHRL encourages, if not mandates, that platforms explore these options by requiring any measure restricting expression be necessary, in the sense that it is the least intrusive instrument. Again, to date it does not offer any guidance beyond this general command, placing essentially all content moderation decisions into a grey zone. A jurisprudence can develop over time, but the platform lawyer charged with making these determinations today is left on their own.

III. HARD CASES

The thrust of my critique has been that using IHRL in content moderation sounds good in theory but has limits in practice. This part illustrates this argument by reference to some concrete examples.

I have already noted that IHRL does not give much guidance on a number of categories of content moderation that may be mundane and not attract much attention but actually make up the bulk of platform decision-making, such as spam, nudity, obscenity, bullying, and self-harm. Most of this content would be protected under IHRL as applied to states, but if platforms were forced to carry it, it would dramatically change the nature of their services and in some cases make them practically unusable. For example, Facebook removed 35.7 million pieces of adult nudity in the second quarter of 2020, and this is even given a strongly established and well-known norm against posting such content. Again, my point is not that IHRL cannot adjust to these requirements, and no doubt it will do so as leading thinkers attack the task. I only mean to underline that at present, what IHRL requires in such a case is an important open question, likely turning on a number of contextual factors which vary platform-by-platform. It, therefore, is limited as a source of constraint.

Nevertheless, these are not typically the questions that dominate discussions around content moderation, human rights, and international law. Here, I examine two high-profile and controversial examples, hate speech and foreign election interference, and show that IHRL would not necessarily offer determinate answers that would help lead to greater perceived legitimacy for platform decisions.
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A. Hate Speech & Holocaust Denial

In a way, all content moderation debates—perhaps even all free speech debates—are debates about hate speech, such is the shadow the topic casts over the field. As one of the hardest categories of content to define in the abstract and apply in practice, concerns about how to draw the line between permissible and impermissible speech and “who decides,” loom especially large. This subpart, therefore, asks whether looking to IHRL makes these questions easier.

As the NGO Article 19 has noted, “[h]ate speech’ is an emotive concept which has no universally accepted definition in [IHRL].”167 Indeed, the words “hate speech” do not appear at all in IHRL treaties.168 As a result, “[i]nternational doctrine and practice relating to prohibition of hate speech remain uneven.”169 It is also “where the chasm between US and international approaches is the greatest,”170 potentially making adoption of IHRL in this area especially controversial.

The Rabat Plan of Action provides a useful and more detailed guide, to be sure, proposing a six-part threshold test for what should constitute unlawful incitement under Article 20.171 But some of these elements, such as intent and imminence of harm, will be hard to determine and always require in-the-moment judgments for which few prior guardrails can be provided. This is the perennial problem with crafting rules for hate speech, which necessarily require highly contextual judgments.172 In short, in most cases a platform will need to defend its application of generalized IHRL to the specific context on its own terms.

Take an example of a case where IHRL might have, on its face, resolved some persistent legitimacy problems for platforms. Facebook in particular had long come under public pressure about its decision not to remove content denying the historical fact of the Holocaust.173 Removal of Holocaust denial was one of the key demands of the high-profile #StopHateForProfit campaign in 2020.174 Facebook has stood firm for years in the face of public outrage. Aswad argued that in this
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context pointing to IHRL could have given Facebook the rationalization for its decision that it struggled to find.175

But even this apparently straightforward application of IHRL is not obviously the right answer. First, IHRL is not as clear as it could be on even this relatively confined question. The Human Rights Committee famously found in 1996 that a French conviction of an academic Holocaust denier did not violate Article 19 of the ICCPR,176 although in 2011 the Committee appeared to confine the decision to its facts in saying that “laws that penalize the expression of opinions about historical facts are incompatible with . . . respect for freedom of opinion and expression.”177 Platforms would need to justify their reconciliation of these two conflicting authorities. This may not be difficult: it could be explained as an evolution of IHRL doctrine rather than an inconsistency.

But even assuming IHRL speaks clearly on the issue, do the rationales for preventing a state from deciding on an official view of history apply equally to a social media platform that is not seeking to criminalize such speech or prevent academic research on the topic? What about the other different characteristics of online speech? Kaye himself has raised the question, “[g]iven the speed, reach, and capacity for disinformation online, should our definition of ‘online hate speech’ be different from offline hate speech?”178 In evaluating Holocaust denial, should platforms acknowledge Europe’s unique historical experience?

Ultimately, the position under IHRL was not enough for Facebook to resist public pressure or otherwise prevent it from reaching a different conclusion with respect to Holocaust denial. In late 2020, Facebook179 and Twitter180 finally joined YouTube181 in banning such content. Do these policies breach the platforms’ obligations under IHRL? If so, what about Reddit—does its status as a smaller platform give it greater license to “quarantine” Holocaust denial?182 Is there a different balancing exercise for search engines, or even search functions within all social media platforms, based on a right to truth and memory as a collective right,
as Deirdre Mulligan and Daniel S. Griffin argue, even as they acknowledge that the exact form of this right and its implementation is thorny and complicated\textsuperscript{183}

IHRL also does not directly answer how a platform should evaluate which local laws it should comply with as legitimate deviations from ICCPR and which it should not. For example, while the European Court of Human Rights found in 2019 that the conviction of a German politician for Holocaust denial did not violate the European Convention,\textsuperscript{184} Germany cannot rely on ECHR jurisprudence to justify its deviation from the ICCPR standard that forbids such bans.\textsuperscript{185} On the other hand, the UNGPs require platforms to comply with local law.\textsuperscript{186} So when is a deviation from ICCPR standards merely a legitimate local law with which companies should comply, and when is it an instance where IHRL should give them ‘stiffened spines’ to resist authoritarian demands? There might be easy cases, and perhaps Germany’s laws on Holocaust denial fall into this bucket given its unique historical experience, but there will be many more hard ones.

To me, it is not obvious that IHRL offers a clear and uncontestable answer to these questions: a platform will still need to defend its decision on its own terms, in its own context, and based on the resources and technical capacity it has to enforce any such rules and the resulting error rates. Kaye himself seems to envision exactly this kind of diversity, stating “\‘where company rules vary from international standards, the companies should give a reasoned explanation of the policy difference in advance, in a way that articulates the variation.’”\textsuperscript{187}

Things get worse when we move from the more confined category of denial of historical facts to hate speech more broadly. All the same issues apply but are compounded by the fact that the underlying IHRL norms, and especially the relationship between Articles 19 and 20, are not always clear. This is further compounded in the online environment where culture can evolve rapidly, be subject to differing interpretations in different communities, and coded language is especially prominent. Perhaps no example illustrates this as well as Pepe the Frog, which over the course of its brief life has been a comic book character, an anti-Semitic hate symbol, and a pro-Democracy message in Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{188} The hypothetical platform Head of Policy may get some basic guidance from IHRL on
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how to treat such situations but cannot truly be said to be constrained by it in
deciding what to do.189

In the context of rapidly evolving language and norms, the question of error-
choice is especially acute. Does a platform have sufficient technical capacity and
resources to apply a distinction between hateful slurs and attempts by target
communities to reclaim the language, for example? If not, should the platform err
on the side of over-enforcing or under-enforcing its policy against hate speech,
acknowledging that while the former would perhaps be a precautionary approach
to protect marginalized communities it is also at odds with traditional thinking about
freedom of expression that generally errs on the side of giving free speech
“breathing space.”190 IHRL does not speak in these terms of error choice, but rather
in the language of individual cases. Practically, however, these considerations
pervade platform decision-making.191

There is, of course, a far richer and growing body of IHRL jurisprudence and
scholarship on the topic of hate speech than I could do justice to here, not in small
part because it is such a vexing issue.192 I do not mean to diminish the importance
of platforms engaging with and paying heed to this work. It can play a meaningful
role in informing their decision-making process and drawing platform lawyers’
attention to relevant considerations. My point is simply that when the rubber hits
the road, this work cannot answer specific questions or help those lawyers choose
between various alternative courses of action. The constraining value, and therefore
the legitimating force we should endow it with, will be limited.

B. Election Interference

Foreign election interference on social media is the scandal that perhaps more
than any other kicked off the “techlash” and plausibly played a significant role in
creating the public pressure that led to platforms embracing IHRL as an attempted
solution to their legitimacy deficits. And yet, as Jens David Ohlin has commented,
“international lawyers seem to be at a loss for how to understand the particular harm
posed by [Russian] interference.”193 The ICCPR of course specifies that everyone
has the right to freedom of expression “regardless of frontiers.”194 This applies even to
falsehoods—IHRL does not include an exception enabling restrictions on freedom
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of expression merely because content is “false.” Indeed, in the years following WWII, the United States and other democratic states “monotonously” refused Soviet Union demands for a treaty outlawing international war propaganda on the grounds that this would jeopardize freedom of speech. The best cure for international propaganda, these states maintained, was more, not less, freedom of information. Thus, cross-border speech, even by states, is protected by IHRL. The extent to which even state-sponsored doxing and disinformation operations are in violation of IHRL is complicated by contestation around the scope of IHRL’s extraterritorial application. Outlawing speech on the basis of its foreignness alone would be a violation of international law; on the other hand, disclosure obligations, so that actors cannot conceal or mislead users as to their identity, are in the best counter-speech tradition. But here, IHRL has no work to do: every major platform is committed—in theory—to the detection and removal of foreign election interference.

The harder question is what level of coordination and platform manipulation, whether foreign or domestic, is impermissible interference with an individual’s right to seek and receive information and ideas. But on this question, IHRL offers little guidance: again, no legal system does yet. This is a new frontier. The internet and social media have blurred traditional lines between “coordinated efforts” to game a system and the “genuine” output of users: “[m]ost contributions to the web are somewhere in the middle, where people in some way coordinate their efforts in order to help make their content visible to a search engine, out of a ‘genuine’ desire for it to be seen.” Indeed, “defining what is coordination and what is inauthentic is far from a value-free judgment call . . . . Coordination and authenticity are not binary states but matters of degree, and this ambiguity will be exploited by actors of all stripes.”
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Kaye suggested in 2017 that “[i]t was not entirely clear if international norms spoke to how governments should address” online propaganda, and there has been no progress in answering that question since then. Indeed, as more and more state actors engage in precisely this kind of activity both internationally and domestically, being able to distill any agreed norms as a matter of IHRL seems doubtful at best.

IV. ADVANCING IHRL IN ONLINE SPEECH GOVERNANCE

Having argued both that IHRL is the least-worst option for content moderation baselines and that it is inadequate, it is somewhat incumbent on me to offer a path forward. A full account is beyond my ambit here, but I believe there are four takeaways from my argument so far.

First, how IHRL applies to platform governance and online speech is still highly uncertain and developing. There should be nothing surprising about this: no legal system has good answers yet for how to deal with the fundamental changes that the internet has wrought to societies’ speech ecosystems. International law is no exception. IHRL is still young and general, but “just as the vaguely worded First Amendment has crystallized into more concrete rules, so too can international law.” Constructing systems of free expression takes time, experimentation, and incremental development. The messiness of content moderation and the role of IHRL within it is not a failing but simply a feature of the current stage of evolution of both.

Second, however, is that facilitating the growth of both from this period of adolescence to maturity requires being candid about the areas in which such development is necessary. Too much of the discourse around IHRL in content moderation smooths over the complexities or weaknesses that will necessarily be inherent in this process of adaptation of IHRL norms to a fundamentally new context, which leaves them vulnerable to exploitation by the very actors that such norms are supposed to constrain (namely, platforms).

Third, for the movement to imbue content moderation with IHRL to be meaningful, it cannot again just outsource the interpretation and application of these norms to the private companies themselves in the same way that content moderation has been outsourced so far—that this will only allow for the agenda’s co-option. IHRL can provide an important source of standards for content moderation but only if, as Benesch argues, “properly interpreted and explained by experts.” I agree, but I would add a further caveat to Benesch’s caveat: human rights expertise will not be enough to shore up the legitimacy of any such
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interpretations. There still needs to be a push to get multi-stakeholder buy-in in order for any interpretation to carry normative weight. Therefore, the movement needs to provide an institutional framework to check and balance platforms’ development of IHRL and place platforms in conversation with other stakeholders.

As discussed above,207 one of the key benefits of IHRL in this context is that it can provide a common vocabulary for content moderation debates so that even as rules are contested and “the participants in these debates plainly disagree about which policies promote the public good[,] . . . there is value to putting them in conversation with one another.”208 That is, even if, as the proceeding sections have suggested, the substantive constraints on platforms under IHRL would be minimal, international law as an argumentative practice has independent value.209 But the important caveat is that for argumentative practice to be successful, participants must actually be in conversation. Creating legitimacy and accountability through argumentative practice requires an institutional structure that facilitates exactly this kind of argument and contestation. The use of IHRL by platforms, unmoored from any institutional hierarchy or constraints and not embedded in a broader conversation, cannot facilitate this process.

There are some proposals for independent or quasi-independent institutions to check platforms’ application of and compliance with IHRL, such as social media councils or Facebook’s Oversight Board.210 These proposals are already in train and most embrace something in this vein.211 These initiatives hold promise,212 but cannot solve all the concerns raised here. Facebook’s Oversight Board is the most developed, but as an institution of Facebook’s creation cannot fully cure the lack of legitimacy and competency in applying IHRL, despite the presence of some IHRL experts amongst its members. This is especially so if the intention is for platforms to adopt readings of IHRL that contradict regional bodies’ interpretations of IHRL: the authority of the Board to demand that Facebook ignore such state-backed institutions is highly questionable. The multi-stakeholder model of a social media council including government representatives with democratic mandates may hold
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more potential in this respect, but its form is still inchoate and its legitimacy in demanding interpretations that diverge from state-based bodies’ rulings still unclear.

Again, none of this is to diminish the value or importance of these discursive benefits provided by stakeholders engaged in the project of adapting IHRL to the work of platforms. Such argumentation and deliberation are inherently valuable as society adapts to this new information age and muddles through the new challenges it poses for us. But on the more specific question with which this Article is concerned—the extent to which IHRL can decide and provide legitimation for platform policies and decisions in hard cases, especially to those that are prone to doubt platform bona fides or IHRL in general—it is important to acknowledge that the offering is more limited.

Accordingly, the argument of this Article has been that there needs to be some established mechanism for checking and contesting platforms’ use of IHRL that incorporates state consent and therefore has democratic legitimacy. In the absence of such a mechanism, platforms’ embrace of IHRL cannot be declared a meaningful victory. Otherwise, there is a risk of creating a situation where platforms’ use of IHRL is praised when it aligns with outcomes its advocates like and dismissed when it differs. This itself could, in the long term, undermine the larger project of creating an IHRL-based framework for guiding content moderation by suggesting that participants only favor it when they agree with the outcomes ostensibly issued in its name.

This possibility has darker potential costs. One of the most important uses of IHRL for platforms is providing normative backing and legitimation for companies to push back against government overreach213 in an effort to weather the storm of rising digital authoritarianism. Allowing companies to deploy IHRL language in cases where it does little substantive work and is indeterminate, providing little more than vocabulary for the action companies would take in any event, could weaken its normative force for when it is really needed: as a bulwark against state oppression.

CONCLUSION

Social media platforms should respect and uphold the rights of their users, regardless of their status as private profit-maximizing businesses. Their rules and decisions have profound impacts on individuals and societies, and they should exercise that power in a public-regarding way and be held accountable for doing so. This Article should not be read as a call to throw the baby out with the bathwater. The significant normative force of IHRL can be seen in Facebook’s reliance on it in challenging a Thai government order to block a private group because it was
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critical of the monarchy,214 or the decision of several major platforms to suspend
government requests for user data in Hong Kong after a new national security law
infringed on freedom of expression and other human rights in the city.215 There are
unfortunately many such examples and no doubt there will be more in the future.
But this context of pushing back against state overreach is very different from a
platform purporting to create new IHRL directly in its own content moderation
decisions.

The proposal for this latter use of IHRL in content moderation has garnered
remarkable momentum and support in an extremely short period of time. This is a
credit to the many strengths of the idea and the important advocacy of those who
have pushed for it. But even as companies start to acknowledge these calls and say
they are adopting advocates’ agenda, we should not be lulled into a false sense of
security. Acknowledging the limitations and complexities of IHRL in content
moderation will ultimately serve to strengthen the long-term endeavor of holding
companies to account for their impact on human rights. If platforms want the
legitimacy dividends associated with respecting IHRL, they should pay for them.
We must demand such payment and create the institutions necessary to ensure that
IHRL in content moderation serves the interests of users and society rather than
being co-opted by platforms to their own ends.
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